Cracks in the Berlin Wall: Identity, Remembrance,
and the Jewish Kulturbund Theatre
During the summer of 1988, East German construction crews excavated the former site of Hitler’s Reich
Chancellery to build a park and an apartment complex on the stretch of land that bordered the Berlin Wall.1
Several streets to the east, at 57 Kommandantenstraße, a residential block stood in the shadow of the Wall
where a Jewish cultural organization, the Cultural Association of German Jews (Kulturbund Deutscher Juden),
and its theatre operated between October 1935 and September 1941.2 Few traces remained of the all-Jewish
subscription theatre company that coexisted with the Nazi Reich. The former director of Berlin’s Municipal
Opera, Dr. Kurt Singer, and his colleague Kurt Baumann had proposed the idea of the theatre to the Nazi
Ministry of Propaganda and Enlightenment in June 1933. They wanted to nurture the artistic and scholarly
interests of Jews, while providing work for those who had lost their jobs due to Nazi law. Renamed the Jewish
Kulturbund (Jüdischer Kulturbund) in 1935, the founding artists were successful in their pitch to create a cultural
enclave for Jewish-born Germans; but they were required to abide by strict parameters set by their Nazi overseers. The forced exclusion of Jews from German cultural life in 1933 led to a contradiction in terms. Even
while the artists tried to shape a theatre repertoire that would represent the members’ Jewish and German
cultural identities, theatre by-laws stipulated that plays by German non-Jews were forbidden. Additionally, only
Jews could perform, attend performances, and review them—and only in Jewish newspapers.3
Fifty-five years after the theatre’s inception, in the midst of a competitive East-West political order,
leaders in East Berlin had crafted a collective memory of Germany’s fascist past that was separate from the
remembrance constructed by their counterparts in West Berlin. But by 1988, commemoration of the Jewish
cultural stronghold known as the Kulturbund had faded, hidden in a crack of history long cemented over.
Across the Wall’s no-man’s land, not far from Kommandantenstraße, West Berlin celebrated its honored
status as the European “City of Culture” for the year. In an ironic twist of history, however, two years later
the split city became the locus for the fall of the Berlin Wall, leading to German reunification and a quest for
cultural wholeness. Eduard Schreiber’s documentary film essay, Spuren (1989, Traces) and Siegfried Kühn’s
feature film, Die Schauspielerin (1988, The Actress), with a screenplay co-written by Regine Kühn, provide us
with cinematic representations which examine historiographical gaps in the (East) German remembrance of
the Third Reich and its Jewish cultural past, exploring the shifting identity-construction of what it means to
be German.
Both Schreiber and Kühn rely on factual and fictive elements to draw attention to the existence of the
Jewish Kulturbund theatre with a tribute to its one-time actors. The films refer to significant historical
moments like April 1933, September 1935, and November 1938—markers of when the Nazi government ostracized German Jews, deprived them of their civil rights, and confiscated their property. Schreiber uses the
visual trope of the vacant land near Hitler’s former chancellery being razed, sanitized, and ultimately renewed, meditating on how quickly history is remade. Yet the film also interweaves the motif of Berlin’s lost
Jewish community by showing that physical traces of the past nonetheless reside in the landscape: juxtaposed with close-up views of cracks in the bricks of the Reich Chancellery cellars, the camera zooms in on
broken and crumbling tombstones in the Jewish cemetery in Eberswalde. The cinematic contrast makes
clear how the shadows of the past merge with the present. Despite the lack of physical remnants from the
original theatre building that once housed the Jewish Kulturbund, Schreiber shows the connection between
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the exposed ruin of Hitler’s headquarters, amid the industrial cityscape of East Berlin, and the absence of the
all-Jewish theatre that had existed fifty years earlier.
The two films intersect through the presence of the 83-year old, Jewish-born German actor, Martin
Brandt, who performed as part of the Jewish Kulturbund theatre ensemble between 1933 and 1939.4
Brandt's first role at the Kulturbund was in the inaugural production of G.E. Lessing’s Nathan der Weise
(Nathan the Wise) on 1 October 1933 at the Kulturbund theatre’s first home in the Berliner Theater; he played
Sultan Saladin in the eighteenth-century classic. The playwright’s message for religious tolerance reverberated with special meaning in Hitler’s Germany; “I am a Jew,” the merchant Nathan tells the Sultan in the
play, whereupon the Sultan replies, “And I am a Moslem.”5 Perhaps not surprisingly, the Kulturbund production of Nathan the Wise marked the only time that Goebbels’ Ministry of Propaganda and Enlightenment permitted the theatre to perform a play by Lessing, whose classics he felt belonged to German—not Jewish—
theatre repertory.
Brandt’s appearance in Schreiber’s film bridges the past with the 1989 present as the actor recites
Nathan’s lines identifying himself as a Jew, repeating three times: “Sultan, I am a Jew.” How would this onstage
admission have sounded in 1933, spoken for an audience solely comprised of Jews? What does the line
signify when uttered by the elderly Brandt in 1989, for whom entry into the Kulturbund theatre troupe required that he—like other members—confirm his Jewish heritage? All Kulturbund members carried photo identification cards, verifying that they were Jews according to the laws of the Reich. In Traces, the director
alternates color images of the 1980s present, with black and white footage from the 1930s to focus on the
transformed terrain where the hub of Hitler’s anti-Jewish regime operated in close proximity to the second
home of the Jewish Kulturbund theatre. The poignant reminder of Brandt’s engagement with the theatre,
then and now, reinforces the film’s commentary on a country’s tendency to rewrite history. Schreiber introduces the actor, who then recalls his personal history, including the years he belonged to the Jewish
Kulturbund theatre ensemble. We are privy to his reflections on the fear-inducing pogroms of Kristallnacht;
his emigration to the United States; and his postwar return to Germany and the theatre. We watch Brandt, a
star of both stage and screen, “watch” and listen to a televised sequence from the Hollywood film Judgment
at Nuremberg (1961), in which he played the Nazi plaintiff, Hofstetter. Schreiber’s final image shows the
aging actor alone on a bare stage, turning to face us audience members in a final curtain call. Brandt died
soon thereafter, in October 1989.
Martin Brandt’s last film appearance was in Siegfried Kühn’s The Actress, set in the 1930s after Hitler
seized power in Germany. Brandt plays a minor role: an elderly Jew (Großpa, grandfather) who appears in
one scene in which he counsels the protagonist, Maria Rheine, a successful actress and non-Jew. The
scene occurs as Maria decides to feign her suicide and impersonate a Jew in order to be with her Jewish
lover. Based on Hedda Zinner’s 1984 novel, Arrangement mit dem Tod (transl. An Arrangement with Death),
the film roughly follows the main plotline. Maria (Corinna Harfouch) loves the Jewish-born actor, Mark
Löwenthal (André Hennicke), with whom she works at the same theatre. But after the passage of the Law for
the Restoration of the Professional Civil Service in April 1933, Mark loses his position at the theatre because
he is Jewish. Upon learning of the existence of a new cultural enterprise, the Jewish Kulturbund, he resolves to try his luck at its theatre in Berlin. Maria’s career as an actress in the Third Reich, in contrast, improves. She moves to Munich to perform at a major theatre, gaining visibility and playing leading historical
roles, such as Mary Stuart in Friedrich Schiller’s Maria Stuart (1800, Mary Stuart) and Johanna (Joan of Arc)
in the playwright’s Die Jungfrau von Orleans (1801, The Maid of Orleans).
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Against the backdrop of Nazi Germany, the lovers lead separate lives, while yearning for one another.
They try to meet on two occasions. Maria travels to Berlin to the Jewish theatre, where she is asked for her
identification papers and informed that the theatre is a “closed community.” And Mark attends Maria’s stunning performance as Schiller’s Johanna, heightened by the pervasive atmosphere of nationalism outside the
theatre, into which the actress incorporates the strong movements and emphatic vocal tone of Hitler’s Bund
Deutscher Mädel (League of German Girls), upon whom she models her gestures. Kühn’s film shows Maria
rehearsing and then twice declaiming the words in which Schiller’s character embraces her destiny:
“Command the trumpets of the war to sound! / This stillness doth perplex and harass me; / An inward impulse drives me from repose, / It still impels me to achieve my work, / And sternly beckons me to meet my
doom.” On stage Maria embodies the historical Joan, who faced a specific fate, knowing that she would be
tried as a heretic.6 Maria uses theatre—and the performance of the play—to proclaim the future she has
chosen for herself. As Johanna, she speaks through Schiller’s words, voicing her own brand of “heresy”—
her protest against the unjust government whose laws have separated her from her love.7 Maria’s embodiment of Johanna also creates for the actress the defining moment when she resolves to take on a new persona, that of a Jew.
The film then fast-forwards to September 1935 after the passage of the Nuremberg Racial Laws, which
has hastened Maria’s sense of urgency to move forward with her plan. She has decided to become a Jew so
that she can be with Mark at the Jewish Kulturbund theatre. She enlists the help of her manager (who loves
her) to secure false identity papers and help her “stage” her suicide. Maria is thus free to play the role of
Mark’s Jewish wife from the East, Manya Löwenthal. Before Maria transforms herself into Manya, however,
Großpa (Martin Brandt) cautions her not to confuse being a “player” (Spielerin) with being an actress
(Schauspielerin). Moreover, he makes clear that impersonating a Jew does not mean that one turns into a
Jew. “One does not become a Jew. One is a Jew,” he warns her, adding that “to change oneself means to
become someone new.”8 Maria then dons a dark wig, traveling from Munich to Berlin to embody a role that
she will play for life.
Some have criticized Zinner’s novel as “sensationalist” (Kolportageroman) because of its central idea
of an actress adopting the role of a Jew in Nazi Germany.9 Did the author underestimate the dangers to
which Jews were subjected in Germany, especially after 1935? Zinner was an actress herself and halfJewish. She emigrated to Moscow during WWII, returning to Berlin with the Ulbricht Group in 1945-46. In
her novel the actress ends up in a concentration camp, survives, and moves to East Germany to live as a
Jew.10 Did the author and the film’s director and advisors romanticize the historical reality of an all-Jewish
theatre as a place where one could play out one’s identity, like a stage role? In seeking answers to such
questions about literary and cinematic representations of the Jewish Kulturbund theatre, it is important to
consider the factual details of the theatre and its repertoire. So too is it useful to know how those like Martin
Brandt, whose livelihood depended on their work at the theatre, lived their lives as Jews in a system bent on
taking away their rights and, eventually, their lives.
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The Jewish Kulturbund Theatre
The Kulturbund Jews were predominately German citizens whose Jewish birth subjugated them to
anti-Semitic Nazi laws. Nazi Propaganda Ministry authorities in charge of Jewish Cultural Affairs, such as
Hans Hinkel, persevered in purging all German cultural institutions of Jewish influence. From the start, they
warned the Kulturbund’s artistic director, Kurt Singer, and his staff to address “Jewish” themes in their productions. But the theatre leadership also considered Germany’s theatrical tradition prior to 1933 when shaping the Kulturbund theatre’s dramatic repertoire. Together with his dramaturg and directors, Singer planned
a repertoire that would appeal to multiple groups within Berlin’s Jewish fractious community—in spite of
Nazi censorship and pressures from such Jewish organizations as the Zionists, who called for a repertoire
replete with plays that centered on Jewish concerns, characters, and settings. Significantly, however, the
majority of Kulturbund artists and audience members identified as “assimilated” Jews. They understood
more about secular values and literary classics than they did about Judaism or plays from Eastern Europe,
originally written in Yiddish. There had been no separate Jewish cultural domain within German culture. The
Kulturbund and its theatre existed only because its members were “branded” as Jews, and therefore “unGerman” according to Nazi law.
Singer initially had to unite a group of Jews with a widely varied sense of their Jewish identity into an
institution with a conscious, communal Jewish identity. This suggests a contradiction in the theatre’s objectives for its theatrical program, which, particularly in the early years, was intended to reflect its members’
German and Jewish heritage. But because of the enforced, “closed” nature of the theatre, the Kulturbund
leadership had little choice but to publicize the theatre’s separate “Jewish” cultural contribution and reflect
it in the repertoire. Regardless of this paradox, Singer advocated an organization whose intellectual core
would emphasize the humanism of world classics (including those German classics which were quickly
banned), while developing a connection to the essence of Judaism. Even after he emigrated in November
1938, his successors as the executive artistic director—Werner Levie (1938-1939) and Fritz Wisten (19391941)—upheld the same artistic principle. Singer’s commitment to the Berlin theatre established a model for
Jewish cultural organizations founded in cities such as Hamburg and Frankfurt am Main in 1934; eventually
groups of neighboring towns in the Ruhr valley and in Silesia around Breslau (now Wrocław) formed their
own all-Jewish cultural leagues.
Eighty percent of the plays performed at the Kulturbund were not originally written in the German
language. The actors performed all the scripts in German, however, including classic translations of
Sophocles, Shakespeare, and Ibsen. The ensemble of approximately thirty-five actors presented a repertory
seasonally over eight years, including such plays as: George Bernard Shaw’s You Never Can Tell; William
Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream and The Winter’s Tale; Sophocles’ Antigone; Henrik Ibsen’s
Samfundets Støtter (Pillars of Society); Moliėre’s Le Malade Imaginaire (The Imaginary Invalid); as well as
French farces and various imported comedies, with several by Franz Molnár. They also performed approximately two or three shtetl dramas a year, such as I.L. Peretz’s Die goldene keyt (The Golden Chain) or Yaakov
Gordin’s Mirele Efros (The Mother, also translated into German). Even more popular than such Yiddishlanguage imports were modern adaptations of biblical stories by German-language playwrights.
During its first three seasons (1933-35), the theatre produced a succession of biblical adaptations,
including Franz Grillparzer’s Esther (March 1934), Stefan Zweig’s Jeremiah (October 1934), Richard BeerHofmann’s Jaàkobs Traum: Ein Vorspiel (Jacob’s Dream, February 1935), and Friedrich Hebbel’s Judith
(October 1935). All play scripts were subjected to censorship. Nazi censors suppressed plays for being
“assimilatory” to German life, not “Jewish” enough, or threateningly “too Jewish,” because they evoked
Messianic themes. Non-Jewish German authors were off-limits to the Jewish stage. Yet Hans Hinkel and his
censors permitted plays that sometimes contradicted the terms he had dictated for the theatre’s repertoire.
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In addition to approving Lessing’s Nathan the Wise as the inaugural production in 1933, for example, in the
summer of 1935 he permitted a stage version of Jettchen Gebert, Georg Hermann’s portrait of an assimilated
German Jewish family in Berlin. After the Nuremberg laws passed in September 1935, however, the theme of
Jewish assimilation was no longer tolerated on the all-Jewish stage.
The Actress and Kulturbund History
Siegfried Kühn’s The Actress dramatizes a love story between a Jew (Mark) and a non-Jew (Maria)
with direct reference to the Berlin Kulturbund theatre between 1933 and 1935. The film’s most concrete
depiction occurs immediately prior to the theatre’s move to a new building in the autumn of 1935, shortly
after the passage of the Nazi racial laws. In the film, only a few scenes actually take place at the purported
Kulturbund theatre. The “Jewish-inflected” communal atmosphere suggested in these scenes borders on
the stereotypical, with recurring appearances of Mark’s musician friend from the troupe playing plaintive
chords on the violin, a group doing a circle dance on stage to the fiddler’s music, and a brief scene of Mark
in whiteface rehearsing lines for his performance as the “Poyats” (Yiddish for a harlequin or clown). One
historically-accurate scene features the Kulturbund artistic director, ostensibly Kurt Singer, on stage,
announcing to his assembled actors and crew that they have managed to lease a new theatre building, the
former Herrnfeld Brothers’ Theatre (a theatre seating 800 on Kommandantenstraße), allowing them to continue the successful theatre work that they built up from “nothing.” The director reminds the ensemble that
the theatre has employed hundreds of artists, stagehands, and technical workers, produced a new play
every month, and, significantly, given fellow Jewish citizens (Mitbürger) strength to carry on. Singer may
well have given such a speech sometime before fall 1935, when the theatre company moved to its new
venue located near Berlin’s Jewish residential quarter.
Kühn contrasts scenes at the Kulturbund theatre, loosely based on history, with the film’s ending, in
which Maria as Manya auditions for a place in the Kulturbund acting ensemble. The approximate year suggested in the film would likely be after 1936, possibly as late as 1938. The social climate outside the theatre
has worsened, evidenced by Maria’s discovery of her vandalized rooftop garden, with a Star of David painted on the wall. Parallel to this we witness Maria’s struggle at home, where she rehearses scenes, stays in
bed, and shows growing mental strain at being isolated and playing someone she is not. In the final scenes,
Mark takes Maria to the theatre, where together they tap dance on stage. Then, with a cut away, the final
scene shows Maria (Manya) on stage for her audition. She has chosen as her monologue a scene from
George Bernard Shaw’s play St. Joan (1924). In crafting this scene, Kühn films Maria where she belongs: on
stage. She recites Joan of Arc’s forceful words in Scene 5, where the young woman reasserts her destiny.
Maria, now fully identified with the doomed Joan, expresses through Shaw’s words her own loneliness: “…
(W)hat is my loneliness before the loneliness of my country and my God? (…) Well, my loneliness shall be
my strength too, it is better to be alone with God; His friendship will not fail me, nor His counsel, nor His
love.”11 At the same time, however, Maria’s audition and her chosen monologue suggest the restorative role
that theatre may bring her in the uncertain years ahead, now that she has cut herself off from her roots and
reinvented herself as a Jew: She recognizes her solitude, yet resolves to resume her life in the theatre. Kühn
ends his film with Maria (Manya), speaking through Shaw’s Joan to express her choice: “In His strength I
will dare, and dare, and dare, until I die. I will go out now to the common people, and let the love in their
eyes comfort me for the hate in yours. You will all be glad to see me burnt; but if I go through the fire I shall
go through it to their hearts forever and ever. And so, God be with me!”12
11
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The Kulturbund theatre actually produced two comedies by Shaw during successive playing seasons,
Candida in 1934-35 and You Never can Tell in 1935-36. Censors would have considered Shaw’s tragic chronicle,
St. Joan, as too risky in its portrayal of the rebel-saint. Nonetheless, the theatre produced plays with roles
that offered actors and audiences meaningful parallels to their lives. After the theatre moved to its new building, the 1935-36 season opened in October 1935 with Hebbel’s biblically infused tragedy, Judith. The play
features a Jew who protects her besieged community at all costs, seducing and then beheading the army
general who is sent to attack her hometown. The plot provided an analogous political situation for Jews in
the audience, who may have identified with the character of Judith. The censors nevertheless approved the
play, likely because it dealt with a Jewish character and was set in biblical times
By 1936, pressures from the Nazis—and within Berlin’s Jewish community—urged Kulturbund theatre
directors to produce more plays that reflected contemporary Jewish life. After fall 1936 (1936-37 season),
Singer steered the repertory in a more consciously Jewish direction. The Kulturbund expanded its theatre
membership to include youth audiences, establishing a “School Theatre” stage in addition to the cabaret
troupe. By this time, the Nazi government and the Jewish community were strongly encouraging Jewish
residents to emigrate. In order to educate those Kulturbund members who wanted to leave Germany for
Palestine, for example, the theatre produced more plays with themes of Jewish identity and community solidarity, such as Halper Leiwick’s Der goylem (The Golem, 1937) and a contemporary Hebrew-language play
(translated into German) about a kibbutz’s defense of land in Palestine, Shulamit Bat Dori’s Das Gericht (The
Trial, May 1938). Singer alternated plays set in a Jewish milieu—like Peretz Hirschbein’s Grine Felder (Green
Fields) and, for the youth audience, Karl-Emil Franzos’ Der Pojaz (The Poyats)—with classic texts by
Shakespeare and Ibsen, demonstrating the artistic leadership’s commitment to produce plays with which
Jewish-born Germans could identify.
The Kristallnacht pogroms in November 1938 threatened all Jews who had not yet emigrated. Once
WWII broke out in September 1939, it became more difficult to begin the emigration process. The Nazis
closed the Kulturbund theatres nation-wide until March 1940, when the new director, Fritz Wisten, reopened
the Berlin theatre with Shakespeare’s comedy The Taming of the Shrew. The repertoire in the theatre’s final
year-and-a-half saw a flurry of imported light comedies about thwarted love or with allegorical or fairy-tale
motifs, evident in plays by Ladislav Fodor and Aldo de Benedetti. Even plays that featured Jewish characters, like Osip Dymov’s Jusik and Yaakov Gordin’s Mirele Efros, focused on love and justice. On 11 September
1941, the day that the Gestapo officially disbanded the Kulturbund organization and its theatre, the Jewish
ensemble performed Ferenc Molnár’s comic play-within-a-play, Játék a kastélyban (The Play’s the Thing,
also known as The Play in the Castle). The Jewish Kulturbund had represented a rich collaboration of artists
within a network of Jewish cultural associations extending across Germany for eight years. The organization’s subscription theatre embodied a central paradox: under Nazi law it was forced into a cultural dislocation; yet here Jewish-born German musicians and theatre artists nonetheless persevered in creating a repertoire that reflected their common identity as Germans and Jews, despite Nazi censorship and conflicting
pressures from Jewish community groups. An assessment of the all-Jewish theatre and its place in German
history is ongoing.
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Identity and the Legacy of the Jewish Kulturbund Theatre
In the 1930s, a debate developed in the Jewish press that continues decades later, about whether or
not the Kulturbund and its theatre ghettoized its culture along with its members. “Is this a Jewish-run league
for culture or a league for Jewish culture?”13 This question underlined conflicting views on the “Jewish ques13

See Rebecca Rovit, A Jewish Kulturbund Theatre Company in Nazi Germany (Iowa UP, 2012) for an extensive discussion of the debate that
spilled into the Jewish community newspapers.
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tion” and the idea of a theatre for Jews. Martin Brandt saw the Jewish Kulturbund theatre as his “emotional
rescue” (seelische Rettung), like an “island”14 where he could work, using the stage to inhabit roles and
situations that allowed him to escape the reality that he faced when he left the theatre at the end of the day.
Brandt recalled the various roles that he played at the Kulturbund, including Jewish roles. He remembered
telling a stage director that he simply could not play a religious role in one play from Eastern Europe because he had no relationship to that character’s “fanatic fervor;” he was replaced by another actor.15 In contrast, the fictional actress in Hedda Zinner’s novel and Siegfried Kühn’s film, Maria Rheine, likely would have
relished and taken on the challenge of enacting such a role, taking advantage of theatre to play out a foreign
identity. The Actress begins as Maria recites Elizabeth’s lines of Schiller’s Mary Stuart. She practices the
lines that Elizabeth speaks to Talbot, the Earl of Shrewsbury, assigned to guard Mary Stuart: “Woman is not
weak; there are heroic souls among the sex.”16 Later in the film, before Maria leaves the Munich theatre to
start her new life as a Jew, she sits at her dressing table in a brown wig, repeating Elizabeth’s words,
“Woman is not weak.” Maria’s decision to adopt a Jewish identity as a new “role” thus becomes an aesthetic choice, not just for the character, who uses the roles of Elizabeth and Joan to guide her transformation,
but also for the novelist and the film director, for whom role-playing and identity are connected.
With their films, Schreiber and Kühn leave cinematic traces of Germany’s difficult cultural past under
the Third Reich. Both film directors feature Berlin’s Jewish Kulturbund theatre as a centerpiece for their
examinations of how (East) Germany re-scripted Holocaust history. A sound score of electronic, industrial
music heightens the atmosphere in Schreiber’s documentary, where recurring images of cleansing and rebuilding are contrasted with glimpses of Hitler’s former headquarters, revealing remembrance within the
cracks of cement. Kühn, meanwhile, pays homage to the former all-Jewish theatre with a focus on the
actors, even if the most human of the characters is the non-Jew Maria who loves a Jew. More important,
however, is the filmmaker’s attention to the metaphor of acting and how quickly we construct and re-construct our identities and, by extension, our history. In this way, both films interrogate what it meant to be
German as the Cold War drew to a close. These interrogations continue to speak to us in the twenty-first
century, as Germans continue to come to terms with their past and the policies of the Nazi regime that led to
world war and Berlin’s division. Throughout the cityscape are memorials and re-constructions of historic
places that convey the “ghosted” landscape from which Hitler commanded his “total” war on European
Jewry, decreeing the expulsion of Jews from German institutions, their deportation, and, finally, their extermination.
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